
Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI)-based computer-aided systems in-
clude computer-aided detection (CADe), which assists endos-
copists in the intraoperative detection of abnormal lesions,
and computer-aided diagnosis (CADx), which assists endos-
copists in diagnosing lesion characteristics (distinguishing be-

tween benign and malignant lesions, determining lesion pro-
gression, etc.). Most of the research on AI in endoscopy has fo-
cused on lesion detection and characterization. In the field of
colonoscopy, several AI systems for colonoscopy have been
produced and are available for clinical use, and many papers
have been published, including randomized controlled trials
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ABSTRACT

Background and study aims While gastric endoscopic

submucosal dissection (ESD) has become a treatment with

fewer complications, delayed bleeding remains a challenge.

Post-ESD coagulation (PEC) is performed to prevent delayed

bleeding. Therefore, we developed an artificial intelligence

(AI) to detect vessels that require PEC in real time.

Materials and methods Training data were extracted

from 153 gastric ESD videos with sufficient images taken

with a second-look endoscopy (SLE) and annotated as fol-

lows: (1) vessels that showed bleeding during SLE without

PEC; (2) vessels that did not bleed during SLE with PEC; and

(3) vessels that did not bleed even without PEC. The training

model was created using Google Cloud Vertex AI and a pro-

gram was created to display the vessels requiring PEC in real

time using a bounding box. The evaluation of this AI was

verified with 12 unlearned test videos, including four cases

that required additional coagulation during SLE.

Results The results of the test video validation indicated

that 109 vessels on the ulcer required cauterization. Of

these, 80 vessels (73.4%) were correctly determined as not

requiring additional treatment. However, 25 vessels

(22.9%), which did not require PEC, were overestimated. In

the four videos that required additional coagulation in SLE,

AI was able to detect all bleeding vessels.

Conclusions The effectiveness and safety of this endo-

scopic treatment-assisted AI system that identifies visible

vessels requiring PEC should be confirmed in future studies.

Supplementary Material is available at

https://doi.org/10.1055/a-2239-9959
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and meta-analyses [1, 2]. However, while these AI systems exist
as aids to endoscopic detection and diagnosis, AI has not yet
been used in the field of endoscopic treatment.

For early gastric cancer, endoscopic submucosal dissection
(ESD) is less invasive and more curative than surgery. However,
ESD involves a 5.8% risk of delayed bleeding [3]. Takizawa et al.
reported that post-ESD coagulation (PEC), which uniformly
cauterizes all nonbleeding visible vessels (NBVVs) in post-ESD
ulcers, was successful in reducing delayed bleeding [4]. How-
ever, the operator determines the criteria for selecting the ves-
sels to be cauterized with PEC, and these criteria are not con-
stant. Therefore, bleeding after PEC has not been adequately
verified to determine if cauterization was inadequate or wheth-
er the operator failed to identify the vessels to be cauterized.
The aim of this study was to develop an endoscopic treatment-
assisted AI system to detect vessels that require PEC and alert
the endoscopist.

Materials and methods
In this study, a treatment support AI that detects vessels requir-
ing PEC in real time was developed with Google Cloud Vertex AI
[5], and the effectiveness of the AI was evaluated using un-
trained videos.

PEC procedure and post-procedure management

PEC was performed in all cases after ESD. All NBVVs on the arti-
ficial ulcer were coagulated using a set of hemostatic forceps
(Coagrasper; Olympus) in Soft-Coagulation mode (80-W, effect
5). Second-look endoscopy (SLE) was performed within 24
hours after ESD. Post-PEC bleeding was defined as the presence
of an exposed vessel or active bleeding during SLE and addition-
al cautery with coagulation forceps was performed at each op-
erator's discretion. Delayed bleeding was defined as clinical evi-
dence of bleeding (hematemesis and/or melena) after SLE.

Training image preparation

This was a single-center, retrospective study aimed at develop-
ing a computer-assisted therapy (named CATx) system to de-
tect vessels requiring PEC. Training images were obtained
from videos of 153 early gastric cancer ESD cases from June
2014 to August 2022. SLE was performed within 24 hours in
each case, and no evidence of delayed bleeding was detected.
These video images were captured using a high-resolution
endoscope (GIF-H260Z) and recorded in full high definition.
The following three vessel types were registered to help the AI
recognize vessels requiring PEC (▶Fig. 1): 1) Vessels requiring
PEC were defined as vessels that required hemostatic treatment
during SLE because PEC was not performed during the ESD.
These vessels were registered as requiring treatment; 2) PEC-
successful vessels were defined as vessels that did not require
hemostatic treatment during SLE because PEC was performed.
These vessels were also registered as requiring treatment; and
3) Vessels not requiring PEC were defined as vessels that did not
undergo PEC and did not require hemostatic treatment even
during SLE. These vessels were registered as controls.

These vessels were compared with the movies taken during
ESD and the pictures taken by SLE and video scenes showing the
above three vessels were extracted as still images. These ima-
ges were trimmed to the endoscopic image part and training
images were prepared.

AI model development using Google Cloud Vertex AI

Although deep learning has become a mainstream method in
recent years, the creation of AI models with algorithms devel-
oped specifically for each study requires expert deep learning
engineers. Google Cloud Vertex AI is a cloud-hosted model
generator and machine learning tool that allows users to auto-
matically create AI models using their own datasets, without
the need for technical skills or coding. Using this system re-
quires the following steps: 1) register the image dataset in
cloud storage; 2) annotate each image on Vertex AI; and 3)
start the training. The images are automatically assigned to
training, testing, and validation sets as follows: 80% to training
images, 10% to test images, and 10% to validation images (Sup-
plementary Material). The training results provide precision-re-
call curves when intersections over unions are specified, and
precision and recall curves across all confidence thresholds are
generated. The training results are output in TensorFlow Lite
format and converted to EdgeTPU format using the EdgeTPU
Compiler to introduce edge devices (▶Fig. 2).

ESD video images

1)  Vessels 
 requiring 
 PEC

2)  PEC-
 successful
 vessels

3)  Vessels not
 requiring 
 PEC

Second-look 
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a b

c d
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▶ Fig. 1 Three types of blood vessels were registered in the training
data. a Vessels that did not undergo post-endoscopic submucosal
dissection (ESD) coagulation (PEC) during ESD (red box) but b re-
quired hemostatic treatment during second-look endoscopy (SLE)
(arrow). c Vessels that underwent PEC during ESD (yellow box), and
d did not require hemostatic treatment during SLE because of the
use of PEC. e Vessels that did not require the use of PEC (blue box),
and f did not require hemostatic treatment during SLE.
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Materials and system configuration

We employed Raspberry Pi 4B (RPi4), which enables low-cost
development of real-time object detection applications via Py-
thon programming. To improve the speed and accuracy of the
object detection model in RPi4, the architecture was simplified
to match the hardware limitations of RPi4 and the TFlite model
used Coral Edge TPU (Coral USB Accelerator, Google LLC, USA)
to run the system [6]. The AI program running on the RPi4 was
programmed in Python by two developers (H.F. and S.K.)
(▶Fig. 3). AI recognition of a vessel on the video that required
PEC was indicated by a yellow bounding box and a vessel that
did not require PEC was indicated by a blue bounding box
(▶Fig. 4).

Ethics committee approval

The research protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of
Toyama University Hospital (approval number R2021032). All
procedures were conducted according to the relevant guide-
lines and regulations and the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki. The study design was approved by the Ethics Commit-
tee with a declaration on the University of Toyama Hospital
website of an opt-out policy allowing potential patients or their
relatives to refuse to participate in the study.

Results
AI model construction and validation

In total, 810 images were annotated and labeled with 790 he-
mostasis-requiring vessels (106 posthemorrhagic vessels and
684 hemostasis-requiring vessels) and 141 hemostasis-free
vessels. All images were randomly and automatically assigned
as follows: 744 images for training, 94 images for validation,
and 93 images for testing. When the confidence threshold was
set at 0.60, the precision was 70.4% and the recall was 40.2%
(▶Fig. 5) (Supplementary Material). The training model was de-
ployed on the RPi4 device and the ESD video recorded in full
high definition (1920 × 1080, 30 frames per second) was input
to the validation data. The AI processing capacity using this
system was 16 to 24 images per second and the yellow bound-
ing boxes denoted the vessels requiring PEC in real time (▶Vid-
eo 1).

Video-based validation

To test the performance of the real-time hemostatic assistance,
we prepared 12 untrained ESD videos of early gastric cancer. In
these ESD videos, an alert was considered positive if it was is-
sued against the same vessel ≥ 2 times on the video. When the
AI was run from the end of dissection to the completion of he-
mostasis, 109 blood vessels were detected in real time from 12
videos. Of the 109 vessels for which the AI ordered PEC, 80 ves-
sels (73.4%) in which PEC was performed did not require addi-
tional treatment and the instructions by AI were correct. How-

153 Gastric ESD videos

810 clipped images

744 Training 94 Validation 93 Test

Manually annotate the following two labels
 Requiring treatment  790
 Not requiring treatment  141

Upload to Google storage

Training model in TFLite format

Convert to Edge TPU format

Performance assessment

Refer to second-look endoscopy imagesImage 
preparation

Training on
Google Vertex

AI

▶ Fig. 2 Flowchart showing steps in AI development. 1) still images were created from the endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) video and
an image data set was prepared; 2) the image dataset was registered in Google cloud storage; 3) annotation and machine learning was per-
formed on Vertex AI; and 4) the images are automatically assigned to training, testing, and validation sets as follows: 80% to training images,
10% to test images, and 10% to validation images. Training results were output from Vertex AI in TensorFlow Lite (TFLite) format.
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▶ Fig. 3 Deployment system hardware and operation image. a Test videos were input from a video recorder (also possible from an endoscopic
video processor). b For high-speed operation on the Raspberry Pi, only the bounding box was rendered. c The final image was chroma-key syn-
thesized from the input video image and AI images for real-time display during endoscopic treatment.

▶ Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of AI operation. Vessels requiring PEC
are indicated by a yellow bounding box and those not requiring PEC
are indicated by a blue one.

VIDEO

▶ Video 1 The AI detects vessels located at the post-ESD ulcer.
The yellow bounding boxes denote the vessels requiring PEC in
real-time. After coagulation of the target vessel, the yellow
bounding box no longer appears in the detection field.
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ever, 25 vessels (23.1%) did not undergo PEC during ESD and
did not require additional treatment during SLE and were thus
overestimated (Table 1). Furthermore, 21 vessels that did not
require PEC were identified, avoiding unnecessary coagulation.
The 12 test videos included four cases that required hemostasis
at the second examination; the AI identified the four vessels
that required treatment but did not receive PEC (▶Fig. 6).

Discussion
This is the first endoscopic treatment-assisted AI reported to
recognize vessels requiring PEC. PEC is a procedure that reduc-
es posterior hemorrhage by cauterizing all visible NBBVs. The
criterion for requiring PEC was the need for an additional proce-
dure during SLE. Thus, the AI identified vessels requiring PEC;
bounding boxes were displayed around vessels where PEC had
been performed and no additional treatment was required dur-
ing SLE and vessels that were missed during ESD and required
additional procedures during SLE. Half of all post-endoscopic
bleeding occurs within 24 hours of ESD [7]. Thus, performing

appropriate PEC is important. However, a possible cause of de-
layed bleeding after PEC is undetected vessels requiring PEC.
Vessels requiring cauterization are missed owing to operator
experience, skill level, and fatigue. In the video validation con-
ducted in this study, AI detected vessels on which the operator
did not perform PEC and hemostatic treatment was required
during SLE. In addition, some vessels that require PEC cannot
be detected by endoscopy alone. Uedo et al. used Doppler ul-
trasound (DOP-US) to assess blood flow in NBVVs and cauter-
ized DOP-US-positive vessels until the signal disappeared, and
no delayed hemorrhage occurred [8]. Adding vascular images
assessed using DOP-US to the dataset is necessary to verify
whether AI can identify blood vessels that cannot be judged by
the human eye.

There are several limitations to this study. It was conducted
at a single center as a pilot study to explore the potential of the
new field of endoscopy-assisted AI. To control delayed bleed-
ing, vessels with delayed bleeding need to be registered in the
dataset. However, in our center, the number of delayed hemor-
rhage cases was small; thus, data for the study were insuffi-
cient. Second, the size of the training images was reduced due
to the creation of a lightweight training model, resulting in low
resolution of the vessels targeted for PEC. Thus, the accuracy of
the model did not improve. To address this problem, transition
learning with YOLOX-nano, Efficient Net-Lite, and MOBILENET_-
MULTI_AVG_I384, which have large image sizes, and data aug-
mentation of the dataset were performed. Accuracy exceeding
the Vertex AI could not be achieved (Supplementary Material
and Table S1).

Conclusions
Integrating this tool into endoscopic systems to support PEC in
real time is currently possible. However, several obstacles to in-
tegrating this system into real-world clinical practice remain.
These issues should be resolved to verify the effectiveness of
PEC support in clinical applications.
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▶ Fig. 5 AutoML model evaluation. a The area under precision-re-
call curve. b The relationship between the precision-recall curve
and the confidence threshold.
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▶ Fig. 6 Four examples of AI-predicted post-PEC bleeding. a, c The AI identified untreated vessels for which no post-ESD coagulation was per-
formed, and b, d these vessels were coagulated during second-look endoscopy (SLE). e The AI identified a vessel that was recognized as a slightly
bluish node. f This portion was recognized as an exposed vessel. g No blood vessels were clearly visible at the margins of the ulcer noted by the
AI; however, during SLE, h bleeding was observed from the same site.
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